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 the power and Lanczos algorithms with random start for es
timating the largest eigenvalue of an n   n large symmetric positive denite
matrix were analyzed In this paper we continue this study by estimating an
eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue We analyze polynomial
algorithms using Krylov information for two error criteria the randomized
error and the randomized residual error
For the randomized error in contrast to 	
 and 
 we prove that it is not
possible to get distributionfree bounds In fact there exists a matrix for which
all polynomial algorithms fail for approximating an eigenvector corresponding
to the largest eigenvalue as long as the number of steps is less than n This
shows that the problem of estimating such an eigenvector is much harder than
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start does not help For the randomized error the bounds must depend on
the distribution of eigenvalues of the matrix For the power algorithm bounds
depending on the ratio of the two largest eigenvalues are presented in 
 We
supply such bounds for the Lanczos algorithm
For the randomized residual error distributionfree bounds exist and we
supply such bounds for the power and Lanczos algorithms Asymptotic bounds
as well as bounds depending on the ratio of the two largest eigenvalues are
also presented
  Introduction
The eigenproblem for n   n large symmetric positive denite matrices A is
usually solved by algorithms using Krylov information with an initial vector b
It is well known that if b is orthogonal to the eigenspace V A of the largest
eigenvalue then all algorithms must fail when approximating either the largest
eigenvalue or a largest eigenvector By a largest eigenvector we mean any
normalized vector from V A
This motivates the choice of a random vector b Since usually we do not
have any a priori information about the subspace V A it seems natural to
select the vector b randomly with uniform distribution over the n dimensional
unit sphere Computationally this can be done as described eg in 
 and 

This approach has been taken in 	
 and 
 for estimating the largest
eigenvalue In this paper we study the related problem of estimating a largest
eigenvector We consider polynomial algorithms that use Krylov information
with a random start b That is we compute u
k
b  P Ab where P is a
polynomial of degree less than k
We propose two criteria for measuring the error The rst one is the
randomized error This error is dened by taking the distance between the
computed vector u
k
b and the eigenspace V A and then by taking the
expectation with respect to random vectors b The second criterion is the









and the expectation with respect to b Here 
 
is
the largest eigenvalue of A and k  k is the Euclidean norm
For the randomized error we prove a negative result see Theorem 
Namely there exists a symmetric positive denite n   n matrix A for which
all polynomial algorithms fail to approximate a largest eigenvector as long as
the number k of steps is less than n
We comment on this troublesome matrix Usually for each algorithm there
exists a worst case matrix for which the algorithm behaves poorly In our
case one matrix is bad for the whole class of polynomial algorithms This
troublesome matrix has the largest eigenvalue 
 
of multiplicity one with the

rest of the eigenvalues pathologically close to 
 
 Then polynomial algorithms
using Krylov information with a random start cannot distinguish between
the eigenspace V A and its orthogonal complement V A
 
well enough to
compute a vector with a signicantly large component along V A
This negative result for estimating a largest eigenvector should be con
trasted with the positive result for estimating the largest eigenvalue For the
latter problem the power algorithm with a random start has a sharp bound




 Hence the problem of estimating a largest
eigenvector is much harder than the problem of estimating the largest eigen
value and even the random start does not help
The negative result for the randomized error holds for k  n For k  n
the Lanczos algorithm computes exactly a largest eigenvector with probability
one In fact the number of steps required for the exact solution for the matrix
A is equal to the total number of distinct eigenvalues of A
For k  n there are no distributionfree bounds for the randomized er
ror of polynomial algorithms There are however bounds dependent on the
distribution of eigenvalues of the matrix A Such bounds are provided for
the power algorithm in 
 and they depend on the ratio  of the two largest
























for the Lanczos algorithm in Theorem  Hence if  is not too close to one the
randomized error of the Lanczos algorithm is small even for relatively small k
We now turn to the randomized residual error In this case there ex
ist distributionfree bounds For the power algorithm sharp bounds of order
lnnk are provided in Theorem  For the Lanczos algorithm we are able to
prove only upper bounds of order lnnk

 see Theorem  As expected this
gives us one more reason to prefer the Lanczos algorithm over the power algo
rithm The bounds presented are similar to bounds for the largest eigenvalue
problem We also provide asymptotic bounds as well as bounds dependent on
the ratio of the two largest eigenvalues and their multiplicities for both the
power and Lanczos algorithms
In Section  we briey report numerical tests Since numerical tests for
the power algorithm may be found in 
 we restrict ourselves to the Lanczos
algorithm We test the Lanczos algorithm for the tridiagonal matrix with s
on the main diagonal and  on the two codiagonals The tests seems to
indicate that upper bounds of Theorems  and  may be improved by a factor
of order lnk n
We conclude this introduction by a brief remark on related works We have
already mentioned the paper 
 where the same problem is studied for the

power algorithm and for the randomized error We stress that the randomized
error in 
 is studied in the L
p
norm for arbitrary values of p  
 In
particular the results depend on a relation between multiplicities of the two
largest eigenvalue and the parameter p The results deteriorate for large p In
our paper we consider only the case p  
The idea of using a random start for estimating eigenvectors by the power
algorithm can be found in 
 The author applies the power algorithm to the
exponential matrix expA and analyzes convergence to a not necessarily
largest eigenvector In this case the power algorithm is globally convergent
and a random start is used to improve eciency Still even for n   the
problem may be hard see 

Finally we comment on the two papers 
 and 	
 In these two papers
the average case setting for estimating a largest eigenvector is analyzed That
is it is assumed that matrices are distributed according to some probability
measure and the behaviour of algorithms is analyzed by taking the expectation
with respect to matrices In our case we do not assume a distribution on
matrices In fact we analyze the behaviour of polynomial algorithms for
worst case matrices or for a xed matrix We consider random starting vectors
which corresponds to the randomized setting
 Denition of the Problem
Let A be an n  n large symmetric matrix Without loss of generality and to
simplify further notation we may assume that A is positive denite Indeed
one can shift eigenvalues of A by adding a positive number  to the diagonal
elements of A If  	 kAk then after this shift the matrix is positive denite
Here one can choose an arbitrary norm and the choice of k  k
 
or k  k

may
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 where   is the Euclidean inner product of
vectors By k  k we denote the Euclidean norm of vectors
We want to compute an approximation to a largest eigenvector ie to an
eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue 
 
A More precisely for
a given presumably small positive number  we want to compute a vector
u  uA of norm  such that the error between uA and the eigenvectors
corresponding to 
 
A does not exceed  ie
inf
vV A
kuA vk   
where




is the eigenspace corresponding to the largest eigenvalue
Obviously if    then an arbitrary uA satises  since we can take
v   To avoid this trivial case we assume that    
If n is large say of order 

or more then it is prohibitively expensive
to use well known algorithms such as QR or QL Instead it is reasonable to
assume that the information about the matrix A is supplied by a subroutine
that computes Az for any vector z If A is sparse which often is the case
the time and storage needed to perform the matrixvector multiplication Az
is proportional to n
We therefore assume that Krylov information consisting of k   matrix
vector multiplications k  
N
k













	 R Here b is a nonzero vector which without loss
of generality may be normalized such that jjbjj  














 This shows that it can be computed in time of k   matrixvector
multiplications The Krylov subspace is dened as
K
k
 KA b k  spanfbAb     A
k 
bg
In this paper we consider polynomial algorithms u
k
 uA b k that use Krylov





 and has norm one That is








b  P Ab
where P is a polynomial of degree at most k   and ku
k
k  
Examples of polynomial algorithms include the power and simple Lanczos
























A b k  KA b k for k      
satisfying ku
k

























vw   for any v  R
n






























The analysis of convergence of the power algorithm is straightforward and
may be found in most books on numerical analysis The analysis of conver
gence of the Lanczos algorithm is more complex and some of it may be found
in eg        

Convergence of a polynomial algorithm uA b k depends on distributions
of eigenvalues of the matrix A and of the vector b In particular if b is orthog
onal to the eigenspace V A then all polynomial algorithms fail to converge to
v
 
 Indeed in this case uA b k is also orthogonal to V A and its distance
to the space V A is  Hence  does not hold for   
Although it is impossible to guarantee that b is not orthogonal to the
eigenspace V A it is intuitively clear that this condition should hold for
almost all vectors b This is denitely the case if the vector b is chosen
randomly say with uniform distribution  on the ndimensional sphere of
radius one The reader may consult 
 and  p 
 where it is explained
how such a vector can be generated computationally Then in fact the vector
b is not orthogonal to all eigenvectors v
i
A with probability 
In this paper we assume that the initial vectors b are chosen randomly Let
 be a distribution of random vectors b Since usually we do not have any a
priori assumption about the location of largest eigenvectors it is reasonable to
choose  in such a way that all directions of the space R
n
are equally probable
This means that  should be orthogonally invariant ie A  QA for
any measurable set A and any orthogonal matrix Q Furthermore since the
length of the random vector b does not matter the measure  should be
concentrated on the unit sphere This motivates our choice of  as a uniform
distribution over the unit sphere of R
n
 fb  R
n
 jjbjj  g  
For any symmetric and positive denite matrix A we select a random
vector b according to the distribution  Then we compute Krylov information
N
k
A b and the approximation ub  uA b k by a polynomial algorithm


































is the randomized residual relative error

 Worst Distribution of Eigenvalues
In this section we consider the randomized error and show that there are no
distributionfree bounds for polynomial algorithms More precisely we prove
that there exists a symmetric positive matrix A for which any polynomial
algorithm u
k
with k  n fails to approximate a largest eigenvector of A
Let U
k
denote the class of polynomial algorithms using Krylov information
N
k
A b and let A
n
denote the class of n   n symmetric positive denite
matrices
Theorem 




























Proof of Theorem 





































where P belongs to the class P
k
of polynomials of degree  k   The error





























where p is the multiplicity of the eigenvalue 
 
 Using a continuity argu
ment we may restrict ourselves to polynomials P such that P 
 
   Let




 Then Q  P
k
and Q   Let P
k
 denote such












































































































depends on the vector b and the matrix A through its nor
malized eigenvalues x
i























Hence the polynomial algorithm u






































Since we are interested in the worst possible matrix A we take A with p  























































































n k  























  Thus a
j
 n  k  
Hence it is enough to prove  We show an upper bound for the left









     x
nk





   for i  n k     n and
jQx
i












































































































































Note that Qx   belongs to P
k




































 for any i       n 
For xed x
nk































 i       k  


































xj  C for any x   
 	
where C  C
 k x
nk
     x
n
 but C does not depend on x











Now we take matrices A such that their normalized eigenvalues x
i
for i 
 n k 
 tend to 

 That is we take    C such that j x
j
j  


































   C 	  for j       n k   






























































































































































































































































This completes the proof of the rst part of the theorem
The proof for k  n is given in the proof of Theorem   
 Power Algorithm
In this section we present bounds for the power algorithm The randomized
error of the power algorithm is analyzed in 








be the power algorithm dened by 















b For any symmetric positive denite matrix A let p p  n and q

































































 q  
 q
for p  
We now present bounds for the randomized residual error To simplify
some estimates we assume that n  
Theorem  Let u
pow
be the power algorithm dened by 










b For any k 	  
 

lnn lnn let A be any symmetric matrix with
exactly two distinct eigenvalues 
 













 A k  
lnn
k
  o 
c For any symmetric positive denite matrix A let p p  n and q denote


























































































for p  





 Hence the asymptotic behaviour of the power method

is essentially the same for both the randomized error and the randomized
residual error



























































































































We remark that for the largest eigenvalue problem the randomized error of





is replaced by   x
i
 Repeating step by step the proof of Theorem
 of 	






















   k  




    lnnk


































This proves part a
Part b of Theorem  follows easily from the proof of part b of Theorem
 in 	

We proceed to prove part c of Theorem  Recall that p and q are
multiplicities of the two largest distinct eigenvalues of A From  we can




































db   o 
The integral above is analyzed in the proof of part c of Theorem  in 	

Applying this analysis we obtain the asymptotic bounds of part c This
completes the proof of Theorem   

 Lanczos Algorithm
We now proceed to the Lanczos algorithm The analysis of this algorithm
is much more complex and we are able to present only upper bounds For
simplicity we assume that k   and n   It is convenient to start with the
randomized residual error
Theorem  Let u
Lan
be the Lanczos algorithm dened by 
a For any symmetric positive denite matrix A let m denote the number of
distinct eigenvalues of A Then





 A k  





















b For any symmetric positive denite matrix A let p  n be the multi	
plicity of the largest eigenvalue 
 




be the second largest





































Proof of Theorem 































where by  the polynomial P








































































 Then the error of the































































































































































































































































































































































We now prove part a Assume that k  m Then we can set Qx
i
  
for i  p p     n Since all these points x
i
are dierent from one and





  as claimed
Assume now that k  m   To estimate r
k
 we note that the error of
the Lanczos algorithm for the largest eigenvalue problem is given by a formula
similar to the formula for r
k





in the above formulas we have x
i
 Therefore the major part of the
proof of Theorem  from 	
 can be also applied for the largest eigenvalue

















    
 
If k   
p
 ln nk  
	
 then part a is trivial since r
k
 
For k   	
p











n k  
	






































This leads to the estimate of part a Part b directly follows from the proof
of part b of Theorem  from 	
  
We now present upper bounds for the randomized error of the Lanczos
algorithm In view of Theorem  these bounds must depend on the eigenvalues
of the matrix
Theorem  Let u
Lan
be the Lanczos algorithm dened by  For any sym	
metric positive denite matrix A let m denote the number of distinct eigen	
values let p  n be the multiplicity of the largest eigenvalue 
 




be the second largest and the smallest eigenvalue of A Then





 A k  











































































Proof of Theorem 
The case k  m follows easily from Theorem  For k  m   we use 
and conclude that the randomized error e
k




















































































































































We tested several matrices with many pseudorandom starting vectors b With
out loss of generality see 	
 we restricted ourselves only to symmetric tridi
agonal matrices Vectors b were uniformly distributed over the unit sphere
of R
n
 and they were generated in the same way as in 	
 The tests were
performed on a Sun	 workstation with the roundo unit of order 
 

All calculations were done in double precision using the numerical package
Meschach 

The purpose of the numerical tests was in particular to verify the sharp
ness of the bounds of Theorem  and  We report our results for the tridiag
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                 
       


































For each pseudorandom vector b we performed the Lanczos algorithm for







than  This termination criterion allowed us to compare our results with

those reported in 	
































In Table  we report the randomized errors achieved after k   steps of
the Lanczos algorithm for ten dierent values of k which are listed in the rst





















is the ith pseudorandom vector The third column presents upper


















We compute the ratios between the observed errors and their upper bounds in






 The fth column displays the randomized

































The last column contains the ratios between the observed residual errors and







In Table  and  we indicate how many steps were needed to achieve ran
domized error and randomized residual error no greater than  for six dierent
values of  The values of  are displayed in the rst row of the tables The
























 and lA b
i
 were the number of steps needed for the pseudorandom
vector b
i
for randomized error and randomized residual error respectively The
third row gives the minimal k  k
up































      
     	 
    	  
      	
 	 	 	   
 	 	 	   
	 	     
  	 	 		  
    	 	 
      











which are taken from theoretical bounds for the Lanczos algorithm see The














      
k
ran
 	 	 	 	 
k
up
 	    
r
 
   	 		 
Table  Average number of steps to satisfy

As we see the theoretical bound exceeds the actual value by a factor of
at most  for errors and at least 	 for residuals This indicates once more
that the factor lnnk 
	
 may be an overestimate in the theoretical bound
Observe also that all k
up
s and some l
up
s are greater than the dimension
n  
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